Clusterin plays an important role in clear renal cell cancer metastasis.
Clusterin (CLU) is implicated in regulating clear renal cell carcinoma (CRCC) progression and metastasis, yet the mechanisms are not elucidated. In the present study, we explored the potential role of CLU in CRCC metastasis. Levels of CLU mRNA and CLU protein were measured by RT-PCR and immunohistochemistry analysis in 22 CRCC with metastasis and 22 without metastasis and 22 samples of normal kidney tissue. After CLU silencing and re-expression, the migration and invasion in vitro and in vivo of Caki-2 cells were determined by wound healing assay, transwell migration assay and pulmonary nodule assay, respectively. The expression of pERK1/2 and MMP-9 were detected by RT-PCR and Western blot assay. We found a significant increase of CLU and CLU mRNA expression in CRCC, and the expression of CLU is strongly correlated in patients with metastatic disease. We discovered that CLU-rich Caki-2 cells displayed higher invasive ability which prompted us to investigate if CLU silencing could reduce the migration and invasion in Caki-2 cells. Compared with the vector-transfected cells, CLU knocked-down (CLUi) cells showed reduced migration and invasion in vitro, as well as decreased metastatic potential in experimental metastasis. Re-expression of CLU in CLUi cells restored the invasive phenotypes. We found that MMP-9 was downregulated in CLUi cells. We also discovered that levels of activated ERK1/2 correlated with the rich expression of CLU and MMP-9. Our data suggest that CLU may regulate aggressive behavior of human CRCC cells through modulating ERK1/2 signaling and MMP-9 expression.